FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Short explanation of the game:
Each turn you are given seven letters to
form words for as many points as
possible. The nice thing is that your
opponent has the same letters and also
tries to score as many points as possible.
That makes WordCrex unique.
How do I start a game?
Press “create a new game” and choose
random game and we will find an
opponent for you. You can also invite 1, 2
or 3 WordCrex players to start a game.
How can I see the words that my
opponents played?
Press the score at the top of the game
board and you will see an overview of all
words played.
How do I choose a word list?
Press the flag.

Which word lists are available?
Most word lists are provided by Keesing.
Except Dutch where you can choose
between a word list with abbrevations that
you can say like IQ, CD and DVD or the
official Van Dale Scrabble® word list.
English where you can choose between
SOWPODS or TWL. Swedish with the
SAOL dictionary. Danish with the official
Danish Orthographic Dictionary.
Norwegian with the NSF word list.
What must I do when I can't form a
word with the available letters?
When all players skip their turn you will get
new letters. You can skip your turn two
times in a row. When players skip three
times in a row the game will end. If there
are less than 10 letters left in the game
and all players skip their turn, the game
ends and the one with the most points is
the winner.

How is the strength of a player shown?
A player's strength is represented by
Crexes (birds). This indication of strength
is based on a calculation, where you earn
more points when you beat a stronger
opponent than a weaker opponent.
The intervals are as follow:
Up to 1200 points = 1 Crex
1200 to 1499 = 2 Crexes
1500 to 1799 = 3 Crexes
1800 to 2099 = 4 Crexes
2100 to 2299 = 5 Crexes
2300 to 2499 = 5 Crexes Bronze
2500 to 2999 = 5 Crexes Silver
3000 and more = 5 Crexes Gold
Can I delete my account?
Why would you? But if you must. Go to
your profile and choose "delete account".
All data will then be removed from our
servers.

Can I block a player?
If you are a basketball player you can. For
all others tap on the opponent's profile and
choose "block".
Can I change my username or profile
picture?
Go to your profile and edit it.
My username has a hashtag# with a
number?
This is your unique number and cannot be
changed.
Can I remove the ads?
Go to profile and choose "Premium
version 1 year". You will then have no
advertisements for a year and all your
statistics will be visible.
If I buy a premium for iOS is that also
for Android?
No. You buy a premium with your Apple ID
or Android ID.

I paid for the premium version but the
ads are back?
Go to your profile and press the “Premium
version 1 year” button again. If you are
logged in with the same Apple ID or
Android ID then your purchase will be
restored.
How do I get coins?
Go to the wallet by pressing the + sign
next to the coins at the top right of the
shop. You can then buy coins or earn
coins by watching a video and by inviting
friends. You will receive the coins if your
friend has downloaded WordCrex.
What can I buy in the shop?
Hats and crowns for your profile picture. A
color for your game board. A color for your
letters. Statistics.

